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Abstract Proportional electroluminescence (EL) in noble
gases is used in two-phase detectors for dark matter searches
to record (in the gas phase) the ionization signal induced by
particle scattering in the liquid phase. The “standard” EL
mechanism is considered to be due to noble gas excimer
emission in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV). In addition, there
are two alternative mechanisms, producing light in the vis-
ible and near infrared (NIR) ranges. The first is due to
bremsstrahlung of electrons scattered on neutral atoms (“neu-
tral bremsstrahlung”, NBrS). The second, responsible for
electron avalanche scintillation in the NIR at higher electric
fields, is due to transitions between excited atomic states.
In this work, we have for the first time demonstrated two
alternative techniques of the optical readout of two-phase
argon detectors, in the visible and NIR range, using a sili-
con photomultiplier matrix and electroluminescence due to
either neutral bremsstrahlung or avalanche scintillation. The
amplitude yield and position resolution were measured for
these readout techniques, which allowed to assess the detec-
tion threshold for electron and nuclear recoils in two-phase
argon detectors for dark matter searches. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first practical application of the NBrS
effect in detection science.

1 Introduction

In two-phase noble liquid detectors for dark matter searches
and low-energy neutrino experiments, the scattered particle
produces two types of signals [1]: that of primary scintilla-
tion, recorded promptly (“S1”) and that of primary ionization,
which is recorded with a delay (“S2”). The S1 and S2 signals
are typically recorded by photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) [2]
or silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) matrices [3], adapted for
operation at cryogenic temperatures.

The detection of S1 serves to find the z coordinate of the
interaction vertex (by the S1–S2 time difference). In addi-
tion, it is very useful for effective selection between nuclear
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and electron recoils, using either the S1 pulse-shape or the
S1/S2 ratio for discrimination. However, the S1 detection is
not a must: in particular, at lower recoil energies where the
S1 signal is too weak, experiments can resort to an S2-only
operation mode [4,5]. Accordingly, in this paper we confine
ourselves to the issue of S2-only signal detection, leaving
issues related to S1 to future studies.

S2 detection in dual-phase detectors relies on proportional
electroluminescence (EL) in the noble gas [6,7]. In argon, the
ordinary (“standard”) mechanism of proportional electrolu-
minescence is considered to be due to vacuum ultraviolet
(VUV) emission (around 128 nm) of noble gas excimers
Ar∗2(1,3�+

u ) produced in three-body atomic collisions of
excited atoms Ar∗(3p54s1), which in turn are produced by
drifting electrons in electron-atom collisions: see review [7].

While present two-phase argon detectors rely on PMTs,
the baseline design option for the future dark matter detector
DarkSide-20k [3] employs SiPM matrices to record ordinary
electroluminescence in the VUV. The sensitivity of PMTs
and SiPMs is limited to the visible or NUV range [8,9].
The development of SiPMs with VUV sensitivity, namely
at 128 nm, is still at the R&D stage [10], since such SiPMs
are windowless [11] which limits their use in cryogenic con-
ditions and over large sensitive areas. It is thus necessary to
convert the VUV into visible light using a wavelenght shifter
(WLS), namely tetraphenyl-butadiene (TPB). An issue with
TPB is that it may not be stable over long time scales, in par-
ticular due to its dissolving in liquid Ar [12] and peeling off
from the substrate under cryogenic conditions [13]. Another
known issue is related to difficulties in achieving uniform
levels of WLS deposits over large detector areas.

Alternative readout techniques for two-phase argon detec-
tor, proposed elsewhere [14,15] and based on “non-standard”
electroluminescence in the visible and near infrared (NIR)
range, could allow detector operation without WLS. In this
work, we demonstrate the successful S2-only performance of
a two-phase argon detector with SiPM-matrix optical read-
out, in the visible and NIR range, using two such alternative
readout techniques.
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This study was performed using the experimental setup of
the Novosibirsk group of the DarkSide collaboration.

2 Alternative concepts of SiPM-matrix readout of
two-phase argon detectors

In argon, ordinary electroluminescence (in the VUV, around
128 nm, see Fig. 1) goes via Ar∗(3p54s1) atomic excited
states [7] and thus has a threshold for the reduced electric field
of about 4 Td [15], which is defined by the energy threshold
for Ar atom excitation. The reduced electric field is defined
as E/N expressed in Td units (1 Td = 10−17 V cm2) cor-
responding to 0.87 kV/cm in gaseous argon at a pressure of
1.00 atm and a temperature of 87.3 K, where E is the electric
field and N is the atomic density.

In addition to the ordinary EL mechanism, a concur-
rent EL mechanism, based on bremsstrahlung of drifting
electrons scattered on neutral atoms (so-called “neutral
bremsstrahlung”, NBrS), has been recently revealed [15,16].
It was shown that the NBrS effect can explain two remark-
able properties of proportional electroluminescence: pho-
ton emission below the Ar excitation threshold and the
substantial contribution of a non-VUV spectral component.
NBrS electroluminescence has a continuous emission spec-
trum, extending from the UV to the visible and NIR range:
see Fig. 1.

At higher electric fields (above 8 Td), another “non-
standard” EL mechanism comes into force, namely that of
electroluminescence in the NIR due to transitions between
excited atomic states [7,14,17–20]: Ar∗(3p54p1) −→
Ar∗(3p54s1). It has a line emission spectrum in the range
of 700–850 nm (Fig. 1). Similarly to the ordinary mecha-
nism, the excited Ar∗(3p54p1) atoms are produced by drift-
ing electrons in electron-atom collisions. This mechanism is
particularly noticeable at even higher fields, above 30 Td,
where avalanche multiplication takes place, accompanied by
secondary scintillation(“avalanche scintillation”) [18,21].

Figure 2 presents all known experimental data on reduced
EL yield in argon for all known EL mechanisms: for NBrS
electroluminescence at wavelengths below 1000 nm, for ordi-
nary electroluminescence in the VUV and for electrolumi-
nescence in the NIR. In addition, Fig. 1 shows their pho-
ton emission spectra, along with the spectral response of the
SiPMs used in the present study.

The “standard” concept of SiPM matrix readout of two-
phase argon detectors is depicted in Fig. 3. In this concept
the SiPM matrix is coupled to the EL gap via a wavelength
shifter (WLS).

Figure 4 illustrates two alternative readout concepts pro-
posed elsewhere [14,15,19] and realized in the present study.
These are based on NBrS electroluminescence and avalanche
scintillations in the NIR, respectively.
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Fig. 1 Photon emission spectra in gaseous Ar due to ordinary scintilla-
tions in the VUV measured in [22], NBrS electroluminescence at 8.3 Td
theoretically calculated in [15] and avalanche scintillations in the NIR
measured in [17,18]. Also shown are the photon detection efficiency
(PDE) of the SiPMs (MPPC 13360-6050PE [23]) at an overvoltage
of 5.6 V obtained from [24] and the transmittance of the acrylic plate
(1.5 mm thick) in front of the SiPM matrix, used in this study
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Fig. 2 Summary of experimental data on the reduced EL yield in argon
for all known electroluminescence (EL) mechanisms: for NBrS EL at
wavelengths of 0–1000 nm, measured in [16] at 87 K; for ordinary EL
in the VUV, going via Ar∗(3p54s1), measured in [16] at 87 K and in [25]
at 293 K; for EL in the NIR going via Ar∗(3p54p1), measured in [14]
at 163 K

In the first alternative concept [15], the EL gap is read out
directly in the visible and NIR range, using a SiPM matrix
directly coupled to the EL gap. In the second alternative
concept [14,19], the EL gap is read out indirectly, using a
combined THGEM/SiPM-matrix multiplier coupled to the
EL gap, the THGEM being operated in electron avalanche
mode. The advantage of these concepts is operating without
a WLS. As noted above, this may lead to more stable opera-
tion of two-phase argon detectors, avoiding the problems of
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Fig. 3 “Standard” concept of SiPM-matrix readout of two-phase argon
detectors with an EL gap

WLS degradation and its dissolving in liquid Ar [12], as well
as that of WLS peeling off from the substrate.

In the first alternative concept, hereinafter referred to as
“direct SiPM-matrix readout”, the detection threshold for S2
signal might increase compared to that of the “standard” con-
cept at higher electric fields (exceeding 5 Td), since here the
light yield of NBrS electroluminescence is lower compared
to that of ordinary electroluminescence: see Fig. 2. On the
other hand, for lower reduced electric fields, between 4 and
5 Td, the response of PMTs and SiPMs to NBrS electrolumi-
nescence might be comparable with that of ordinary electro-
luminescence recorded using a WLS [15]. This is because the
NBrS EL is recorded mostly directly thanks to its spectrum
part in the visible range, and thus practically without losses,
while ordinary EL is recorded indirectly, with significant
reduction of the photon flux after re-emission by the WLS,
the reduction factor reaching 15–20 [15] (in the absence of
optical contact between the WLS and SiPM). Note that the
EL field employed in the DarkSide-50 search for low-mass
WIMPs in an S2-only mode was 4.2 kV/cm, corresponding
to 4.8 Td [4].

In the second alternative concept, hereinafter referred to
as “THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout”, an additional charge
amplification of the S2 signal is provided by applying a
voltage across the THGEM, resulting in electron avalanch-
ing in THGEM holes. Accordingly, the SiPM matrix records
avalanche scintillations in the NIR from the THGEM holes,
rather than electroluminescence from the EL gap. In this case,
the detection threshold for the S2 signal can be significantly
decreased, compared to direct SiPM-matrix readout.

Fig. 4 Two alternative concepts of SiPM-matrix readout of two-phase
argon detectors with EL gap proposed elsewhere [14,15] and exper-
imentally studied in the present work: that of SiPM matrix directly
coupled to EL gap (“direct SiPM-matrix readout”) (top) and that
of combined THGEM/SiPM-matrix multiplier coupled to EL gap
(“THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout”) (bottom)

It should be remarked that the concept of THGEM/SiPM-
matrix readout overlaps with the earlier idea of Cryogenic
Avalanche Detectors (CRADs), developed elsewhere [7,26,
27]. In CRADs, the charge multiplication or avalanche scin-
tillation signal from the THGEM (or GEM), placed in the
gas phase of the two-phase detector, is recorded. The differ-
ence is that in the CRAD concept, the gas gap underneath
the THGEM is not supposed to operate in EL mode (i.e.
it operates at relatively low electric fields). In contrast, in
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Table 1 Characteristic properties of three SiPMs types used in SiPM matrices

SiPM type (producer) Active area (mm2) Number of pixels Active area fill factor (%)

MRS APD 149-35 (CPTA) 2.1×2.1 1764 62

MPPC S10931-100P (Hamamatsu) 3×3 900 78.5

MPPC S13360-6050PE (Hamamatsu) 6×6 14400 74

THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout concept, the EL gap is needed
to record proportional electroluminescence in addition to that
of avalanche scintillation, using either the bottom or side
SiPM matrices, to provide the superior amplitude resolu-
tion when recording single drifting electrons. This is needed
because in these conditions the amplitude resolution of the
THGEM is not sufficient: it is significantly deteriorated due
to intrinsic fluctuations of the electron avalanche [28].

In the following sections, we first describe the develop-
ment of SiPM matrices for operation in two-phase argon
detectors, and then report the implementation of these alter-
native readout concepts in our experimental setup.

3 R & D of SiPM matrices operated in two-phase argon
detectors

In the course of this study, three SiPM matrices were progres-
sively developed for operation in two-phase argon detectors,
with a channel pitch of 1 cm and matrix size of 5×5 of active
channels. Three different types of SiPMs were used in the
matrices, respectively: see Table 1.

The first SiPM type was MRS APD 149-35 (CPTA) [29]:
see Fig. 5a. At 87 K, it showed an acceptable dark count rate
(about 6 Hz/mm2) with a gain of about 106 [30]. However,
during the first cryogenic run, half of the 25 channels failed,
making impossible further use of the matrix.

The second SiPM type was MPPC S10931-100P (Hama-
matsu) [23]: see Figs. 5b, 6 and 7). At 87 K, it had a lower
dark count rate (about 0.6 Hz/mm2) and half as much maxi-
mum gain (5·105) with respect to MRS APD 149-35 [31]. The
5×5 SiPM matrix made from these SiPMs demonstrated sta-
ble operation for more than 20 cooling/heating cycles. How-
ever, this SiPM type has a narrow operating voltage range,
resulting in substantial gain variations from channel to chan-
nel when powered by the same voltage.

The third (most successful) SiPM type was MPPC
S13360-6050PE (Hamamatsu) [23]: see Figs. 5c, 6 and
7. At 87 K, it demonstrated a low dark count rate (about
0.1 Hz/mm2) and high gains reaching 9 · 106 (these charac-
teristics were measured following the procedure described
in [30,31]). In addition, the MPPC S13360-6050P has a
lower operating voltage and wider voltage range compared to
MPPC S10931-100P, which significantly facilitated its use.

Fig. 5 Photographs of SiPM matrices progressively developed in this
work. (a) 5 × 5 SiPM matrix made from MRS APD 149-35 (CPTA)
with an active area of 2.1×2.1 mm2. (b) 5×5 SiPM matrix made from
MPPC S10931-100P (Hamamatsu) with an active area of 3×3 mm2. (c)
11×11 SiPM matrix made from MPPC S13360-6050PE (Hamamatsu)
with an active area of 6 × 6 mm2. The SiPM channel pitch is 1 cm in
all cases
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Fig. 6 Gain-voltage characteristics of different SiPM types at 87 K
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Fig. 7 Dark count rates of different SiPM types as a function of the
bias voltage at 87 K

The real matrix size was 11×11 channels, of which only the
central part of 5×5 channels was active in the current mea-
surements. This SiPM matrix demonstrated stable operation
over 30 cooling/heating cycles and still is being used in our
experimental setup.

4 Experimental setup

Figure 8 shows the experimental setup of the Novosibirsk
group of the DarkSide collaboration. It included a 9-l cryo-
genic chamber filled with 2.5 l of liquid argon. The detector
was operated in a two-phase mode in the equilibrium state
at a saturated vapor pressure of 1.00 atm and temperature of
87.3 K. Argon, of initial purity of 99.998 %, was additionally
purified from electronegative impurities during each cooling
cycle by an Oxisorb filter, providing electron life-time in the
liquid exceeding 100 µs [32].
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The detector was a two-phase LAr time-projection cham-
ber (TPC) composed of the drift (48 mm thick) and electron
emission (4 mm thick) regions, in the liquid phase, and the EL
gap (18 mm thick), in the gas phase. To form these regions, we
used THGEM (Thick Gas Electron Multipliers, [33]) elec-
trodes instead of the more conventional wire grids, provid-
ing the advantage of electrode rigidity that allowed to avoid
wire grid sagging. All electrodes had the same active area of
10 × 10 cm2. The THGEM geometrical parameters were the
following: dielectric (FR-4) thickness of 0.4 mm, hole pitch
of 0.9 mm, hole diameter of 0.5 mm and hole rim of 0.1 mm,
optical transparency at normal incidence of 28%.

The drift region was formed by a cathode electrode,
field-shaping electrodes and THGEM0 (interface THGEM),
immersed in the liquid layer. These were biased through
a resistive high-voltage divider placed within the liquid.
THGEM0 was biased in a way to provide a transmission
of drifting electrons from the drift region to that of electron
emission: the electrons drifted successively from a lower to
higher electric field region. The electron transmission effi-
ciency, defined by the voltage applied across THGEM0 and
its geometrical parameters, was calculated in [34] to be 62%.

THGEM1 was placed in the gas phase above the liquid
and acted either as an anode of the EL gap (grounded through
a resistor) or an electron multiplication element of the com-
bined THGEM/SiPM-matrix multiplier (i.e. operated in elec-
tron avalanche mode), coupled to the EL gap.

The liquid level in the EL gap was monitored with an accu-
racy of 0.5 mm, being calculated from the amount of con-
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densed Ar using a computer-aided design (CAD) software,
the latter verified in special calibration runs with THGEM1
operated as a capacitive liquid level meter [35].

Three different readout configurations, corresponding to
three EL mechanisms, were used in the measurements. In
the first configuration, based on the ordinary EL mechanism,
the EL gap was viewed by four compact cryogenic PMTs
R6041-506MOD [36], located on the perimeter of the gap
and electrically insulated from it by an acrylic box. Three of
four PMTs were made sensitive to the VUV via WLS films
(based on TPB in a polystyrene matrix [37]) deposited on the
inner box surface facing the EL gap, in front of these PMTs.
We designate this configuration as 3PMT + WLS.

The second readout configuration corresponds to the con-
cept of direct SiPM-matrix readout (see Fig. 4), based on the
NBrS EL mechanism. Here the SiPM matrix, placed in the
gas phase, is directly coupled to the EL gap, with light reach-
ing the SiPMs through the holes of THGEM1 and the acrylic
plate, the latter being used as additional electrical insula-
tion. The SiPM matrix (see Fig. 5c) was made from MPPCs
13360-6050PE [23] operated at an overvoltage of 5.6 V; their
properties were described in the previous section. Taking into
account the transmission of the acrylic plate in front of the
matrix (see Fig. 2), the SiPM matrix sensitivity ranges from
the near UV (360 nm) to the NIR (1000 nm). The contribu-
tion of crosstalk from the VUV, re-emitted by WLS on the
side walls to the signal recorded by the SiPM matrix, was
negligible as shown by experiments under similar conditions
without WLS.

The third configuration corresponds to the concept of
THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout (see Fig. 4), based on the
avalanche scintillation mechanism. Here the combined
THGEM/SiPM-matrix multiplier is coupled to the EL gap. In
this case, a voltage is applied across THGEM1 (see top part
of Fig. 8). In addition to avalanche scintillations in the NIR,
the SiPM matrix also recorded NBrS electroluminescence
from the EL gap; its contribution however was negligible (of
about 3% at THGEM1 charge gain of 37).

It should be remarked that the detector was optimized
for studying the all three readout techniques in the same
experimental setup, rather than for reaching the maximum
light yields. In particular for direct SiPM-matrix readout,
the THGEM1 electrode acted as an optical mask, signifi-
cantly (nine times) reducing the light flux: first, due to opti-
cal transparency at normal incidence, of 28%, and, second,
due to angle dependence factor for optical transmission, of
40% (determined by Monte-Carlo simulation). This, how-
ever, does not prevent in the following to assess the maximum
light yields and detection thresholds that would be achieved
under optimal conditions.

The detector was irradiated from outside either by X-rays
from a pulsed X-ray tube with Mo anode, with an average
deposited energy in liquid Ar of 25 keV [38], or by gamma

rays from a 109Cd source [39]. To study the position res-
olution of the detector, a narrow beam of gamma-rays and
X-rays was provided by a collimator with a hole diameter of
2 mm.

The signals from the PMTs were amplified using fast 10-
fold amplifiers CAEN N979 and then re-amplified with linear
amplifiers with a shaping time of 200 ns. The signals from
3PMT + WLS were summed (using CAEN N625 unit). The
signals from each SiPM were transmitted to amplifiers with
a shaping time of 40 ns, via twisted pair wires. The charge
signal from THGEM1 was recorded using a calibrated chain
of a preamplifier and a shaping amplifier. All amplifiers were
placed outside the two-phase detector.

The SiPM signal amplitude was defined in terms of the
number of recorded photoelectrons. The contribution of
SiPM crosstalk (between the pixels) was accounted for and
subtracted accordingly. One of the channels of the SiPM
matrix was inactive during data acquisition and the photo-
electron number in it was determined as the average of two
adjacent channels (see Fig. 19).

The DAQ system included both a 4-channel oscilloscope,
model LeCroy WR HRO 66Zi, and a 64-channel Flash ADC
CAEN V1740 (12 bits, 62.5 MHz): the signals were digi-
tized and stored both in the oscilloscope and in a computer
for further off-line analysis. Other details of the experimen-
tal setup and measurement procedures can be found else-
where [15,40].

5 EL gap yield for direct SiPM-matrix readout

The performance of the two-phase detector with direct SiPM-
matrix readout is characterized by the EL gap yield. It is
defined as the number of photoelectrons (PE) recorded by
the SiPM matrix in total per drifting electron in the EL gap.

To measure the EL gap yield, a 109Cd gamma-ray source
was used. The emission spectrum of this source includes low-
energy (22–25 keV) and high-energy lines: namely the char-
acteristic lines of W (59 keV), which was used as a radionu-
clide substrate, and the 88 keV line of 109Cd itself [39]. Due to
insufficient energy resolution, the 59 and 88 keV lines could
not be separated; therefore their weighted average energy
(82 keV [39]) was used in the analysis.

Due to the small photoelectron number, it was not pos-
sible to directly separate the low and high energy parts in
the SiPM amplitude spectrum: see Fig. 9. On the other hand,
the 3PMT+WLS amplitude was high enough to make such a
separation: see Fig. 10.

Since the 3PMT+WLS and SiPM-matrix signals are cor-
related (see Fig. 11), it is possible to separate the events with
higher and lower energy in the SiPM-matrix amplitude spec-
trum, selecting appropriately the events in the 3PMT+WLS
amplitude spectrum. This is seen in Fig. 9 showing the
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SiPM-matrix amplitude spectrum, where the hatched area
is obtained by selecting the 3PMT+WLS signals from the
higher energy peak: see Fig. 10. Only the average photoelec-
tron number of this (high-energy) part of the spectrum was
used to determine the EL gap yield.

In addition, to calculate the EL gap yield, one has to know
the charge emitted from the liquid into the EL gap. Since it
was too small for direct recording (about 800 e−), it was cal-
culated theoretically using the data on ionization yields for
electron recoils in liquid argon [38] and on electron trans-
mission through the THGEM0 electrode [34].

The EL gap yield was obtained by dividing the average
photoelectron number recorded by the SiPM matrix in total
to the calculated charge. The EL gap yield obtained this way,
as a function of the electric field in the EL gap, is shown

Fig. 11 Direct SiPM-matrix readout: correlation between the ampli-
tude of the total SiPM-matrix and 3PMT + WLS signals
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Fig. 12 Direct SiPM-matrix readout: EL gap yield for the SiPM matrix
in total (solid data points, left scale) as a function of the electric field
or reduced electric field in the EL gap, at the average energy of 82 keV
deposited by gamma-rays from 109Cd source in liquid Ar. The red line
is a linear fit to the data points. For comparison, the EL gap yield for
the central SiPM measured elsewhere [16] is shown (open data points,
right scale)

in Fig. 12. At higher fields, between 5 and 8 Td, the field
dependence is well described by a linearly growing function.
For comparison, the EL gap yield for the central SiPM only,
measured for wider field range in our previous work [16], is
shown. One can see a good reproducibility of the linear field
dependence in data overlap.

The maximum EL gap yield amounted to 0.022 PE/e− at
an electric field in the EL gap of 7.3 kV/cm (corresponding
to the reduced field of 8.4 Td), which corresponds to 0.2 PE
per keV of the energy deposited in liquid Ar. This value is
fairly small. We will see in the following (Sect. 9) that it can
be significantly increased, by about an order of magnitude,
for the optimal detector structure.
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Fig. 13 THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout: charge gain of the THGEM1
multiplier as a function of the voltage across it, at fixed electric fields
in the drift and EL regions

6 THGEM/SiPM-matrix yield

Similarly to the EL gap yield with direct SiPM-matrix read-
out, we can define the yield of the combined THGEM/SiPM-
matrix multiplier coupled to the EL gap (or THGEM/SiPM-
matrix yield for short), as the number of photoelectrons
recorded by the SiPM matrix per drifting electron in the EL
gap.

Here, THGEM1 was operated in electron avalanche mode,
its charge gain being measured using a pulsed X-ray tube
(similarly to [41]). Figure 13 shows THGEM1 charge gain
as a function of the voltage applied across it, at fixed drift
and EL gap electric fields.

The yield of the combined THGEM/SiPM-matrix multi-
plier was measured at two THGEM1 voltages, of 2.0 and
2.2 kV, corresponding to THGEM1 charge gain of 9 and 37.
Using the 109Cd source, the amplitude spectra of the signals
from the SiPM matrix were recorded. Due to sufficient energy
resolution, it was possible to separate the low-energy (22–
25 keV) and high-energy events (59–88 keV) without using
the 3PMT+WLS signals: see Fig. 14. It should be remarked
that the degradation of energy resolution of the combined
THGEM/SiPM-matrix multiplier due to inherent avalanche
fluctuations, compared to the direct SiPM-matrix readout,
becomes insignificant at higher statistics of drifting electrons
(exceeding 10) due to multiple spectrum convolution.

Similarly to direct SiPM-matrix readout, the average num-
ber of photoelectrons for the high-energy part of the spectrum
was defined and then divided by the calculated charge emitted
into the EL gap. The THGEM/SiPM-matrix yield obtained
this way is shown in Fig. 15. One can see that the yield is sen-
sitive to the THGEM gain, rather than to the electric field in
the EL gap. This is because the THGEM/SiPM-matrix yield,
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Fig. 14 THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout: amplitude spectrum of the
total SiPM-matrix signal obtained with 109Cd source, at THGEM1
charge gain of 37
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Fig. 15 THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout: THGEM/SiPM-matrix yield
as a function of the electric field or reduced electric field in the EL gap
at the average energy of 82 keV, deposited by gamma-rays from 109Cd
source in liquid argon, measured at two THGEM charge gains

being first of all proportional to the THGEM charge gain,
weakly depends on the external electric field.

The maximum THGEM/SiPM-matrix yield amounted to
0.65 PE/e− at a charge gain of 37 and electric field in the
EL gap of 7.3 kV/cm, which corresponds to 6.2 PE per keV
of the energy deposited in liquid Ar. One can see that even
at such a moderate THGEM gain, the amplitude yield of the
THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout is considerably (by more than
order of magnitude) increased compared to the direct SiPM-
matrix readout. In Sect. 9, we will estimate the detection
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thresholds for nuclear recoils for these readout techniques,
under the optimal conditions.

7 x, y coordinate reconstruction algorithm

One of the main advantages of the SiPM matrix readout is the
high reconstruction accuracy of the event coordinates in x , y
plane of the two-phase detector. In this section and the next
one, the reconstruction algorithm and the position resolution
will be described. These results were obtained in the two-
phase detector when irradiated by a pulsed X-ray tube or
109Cd source through a 2 mm collimator.

Let us define the following values: x0 is the true coordinate
of the X-ray photon interaction point in the liquid, Xi is
the coordinate of the center of the i th element of the SiPM
matrix, Ni is the number of photoelectrons recorded by the i-
th element of the SiPM matrix, Nch is the number of channels
of the SiPM matrix, xexp and xsim are coordinates of the
interaction point reconstructed from experimental data and
simulation, respectively.

The center of gravity (CoG) algorithm is one of the sim-
plest methods widely used for coordinate reconstruction [42].
According to this algorithm, xexp is calculated using the fol-
lowing formula:

xexp =
⎛
⎝

Nch∑
i=1

Xi · Ni

⎞
⎠ /

⎛
⎝

Nch∑
i=1

Ni

⎞
⎠ . (1)

Similar formulas are used for y coordinate.
A well-known feature of the CoG algorithm is the com-

pression effect, resulting in that the reconstructed coordinates
are biased to the center of the matrix [43]. To eliminate such
a systematic bias, it is necessary to find the dependence of the
reconstructed coordinate on the true one: xexp(x0). Since in
our case x0 is not known from experimental data, the desired
dependence xexp(x0) is determined by simulation: xsim(x0)

and its inverse function x0(xsim) [44].
To find these dependences, it is obviously necessary to

know how detected photons (i.e. photoelectrons) are dis-
tributed over the elements of the SiPM matrix for the given
coordinates of the interaction point (x0, y0). This distribution
over the elements of the SiPM matrix (Ni ) is described by
the following expression:

Ni (x0, y0) = N0 · LRFi (Xi − x0,Yi − y0) , (2)

where N0 is the number of photons emitted at the interaction
point (x0, y0), and LRFi is the so-called Light Response
Function [45], i.e. the fraction of photons registered by i-th
element of the SiPM matrix for a given interaction point (x0,
y0). It is obvious that LRFi has a maximum when Xi − x0 =
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Fig. 16 Direct SiPM-matrix readout: the averaged distribution of pho-
toelectrons over the SiPM-matrix channels in x,y plane for “central”
events, in which the distribution’s maximum is at the central channel.
The data were obtained at the maximum reduced EL field, of 8.4 Td,
when the detector was irradiated by pulsed X-rays

Yi − y0 = 0, i.e. when the projection of the interaction point
is in the center of the channel.

In principle, LRFi can be calculated by Monte Carlo
(MC), simulating the propagation of photons in the detector.
However, this is a difficult task, since the correct description
of the properties of all optical surfaces is not always achiev-
able. In this regard, LRFi is determined empirically, from
experimental data.

To determine LRFi , first of all, an averaged distribution
of photoelectrons Ni over the channels of the SiPM matrix
for “central” events (for which the maximum of the distribu-
tion hits the central channel) was obtained. Figure 16 shows
3D distribution and Fig. 17 its 2D cross-sections for such
“central” events.

Next, we use the approximation that the LRFi shape is
the same for all SiPM-matrix channels. This approximation
is justified by the fact that the interaction region in x , y plane
was much smaller (less than 0.5 cm in diameter) than the
active region of the detector (10 × 10 cm2). Thus, the LRF
obtained for the central channel could be used for all other
SiPM-matrix channels. The LRF (up to scaling factor) was
found from Fig. 16 using a linear interpolation.

Using the LRF obtained this way, x0(xsim) and y0(ysim)

dependencies were found. To this end, x0 and y0 coordi-
nates were randomly and uniformly generated in the range
of (−20 mm, 20 mm), and then xsim and ysim coordinates
were calculated using the CoG formula (1). Figure 18 shows
the resulting x0(xsim) dependence obtained this way, along
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Fig. 17 Direct SiPM-matrix readout: 2D cross-section of Fig. 16 at y
= 0 (top) and x = 0 (bottom)

with the trivial x0 = xsim dependence (i.e. in the absence of
systematic bias).

8 Results of x, y reconstruction

Applying the CoG algorithm to the experimental data and
taking into account the corrections for a systematic bias using
the fitted curve in Fig. 18, the desired event distributions over
x0(xexp) and y0(yexp) were obtained. In particular, Fig. 19
shows 2D distribution of the event coordinates in x0(xexp),
y0(yexp) plane for direct SiPM-matrix readout, when the
detector was irradiated by pulsed X-rays through a 2 mm
collimator.

Figure 20 shows the projections of Fig. 19 on x and y
axes. The fit of the distribution on x0(xexp) and y0(yexp) (red
curve) and the rectangular distribution of the true coordinate
of the interaction point (blue dotted curve) are also shown.
The latter was determined geometrically taking into account
the relative position of the radiation source and collimator
and the X-ray range in liquid Ar. The fit function represented
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Fig. 18 Direct SiPM-matrix readout: true coordinate of interaction
point x0 as a function of reconstructed coordinate xsim (black dots),
the latter obtained using MC simulation with the experimental LRF ,
and a fit of this dependence by polynomial function (red curve). For
comparison, the dependence x0 = xsim is shown (blue dotted line)
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Fig. 19 Direct SiPM-matrix readout: 2D coordinate distribution of
reconstructed events in x0(xexp), y0(yexp) plane. The solid boxes are
the active SiPMs and the dashed box is the inactive SiPM (the photo-
electron number in which was determined as the average of two adjacent
channels). The data were obtained at the maximum reduced EL field,
of 8.4 Td, when the detector was irradiated by pulsed X-rays through a
2 mm collimator

a convolution of this rectangular distribution with a Gaus-
sian function. The latter is defined by the detector resolution.
Thus, the fitting parameter of the Gauss function (σ ) charac-
terizes the position resolution of the detector.

Figure 21 shows an example of the amplitude spectrum
of the total SiPM-matrix signal, at the maximum EL field
(compare to Fig. 9).
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Fig. 20 Direct SiPM-matrix readout: projections of the 2D distribu-
tion presented in Fig. 19 on x and y axes. Also shown are the fit of the
x0(xexp) and y0(yexp) distributions (red curves) and the expected dis-
tributions of the true coordinates of the interaction region (blue dotted
curves), defined by the positions of the X-ray tube and collimator and
by the X-ray range in liquid Ar. Note that here the signal is produced
by several X-ray photons in a pulse, with the average energy of 25 keV,
absorbed in a thin (3 mm) liquid Ar layer near the cathode

Figures 19, 20 and 21 characterize the detector perfor-
mance at the maximum EL field. The position resolution and
the average number of photoelectrons for lower fields were
obtained in a similar way. These allow to define the depen-
dence of the position resolution on the average total number
of photoelectrons recorded by the SiPM matrix (NPE ): see
Fig. 22.

The similar dependence, namely the position resolution as
function of the total photoelectron number, was also obtained
for the THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout. Here the 109Cd source
was used instead of pulsed X-rays, to avoid the problems
related to electronics saturation induced by high photon flux
in the latter case. The procedure to measure the position reso-
lution with the 109Cd source was generally similar to that with
pulsed X-rays. The difference was that in the fit of x0(xexp)
and y0(yexp) distributions the background due to Compton
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Fig. 21 Direct SiPM-matrix readout: amplitude spectrum of the total
SiPM-matrix signal obtained with pulsed X-rays and 2 mm collima-
tor. Red curve is fit by Gauss function. The data were obtained at the
maximum reduced EL field, of 8.4 Td

scattering of gamma-rays was taken into account (described
by a wide Gauss function). The position resolution was mea-
sured for different 109Cd source energies, of 23.5 keV and
82 keV, and for different THGEM charge gains, of 9 and 37.
The resulting dependence is shown Fig. 22.

Looking at the figure one may conclude that the position
resolution does not depend on the readout concept: it has a
universal character, depending only on the total photolectron
number recorded by the SiPM matrix (NPE ), described by
the inverse root function:

σ = 26 mm/
√
NPE . (3)

This is surprising, since the readout geometry in both
concepts is different. This universality might be due to the
fact that in both readout concepts the THGEM1 electrode is
used in front of the SiPM matrix, where THGEM1 holes act
either as passive (light-transmitting) elements of an optical
mask or as active (light-emitting) elements. Another possi-
ble explanation is that with a fairly large SiPM spacing in the
SiPM matrix (1 cm), the difference in the distances to spatial
regions where the light is produced for both readout concepts
becomes insignificant.

9 Discussion

In this section we will try to estimate the detection thresh-
olds in two-phase argon detectors with direct SiPM-matrix
and THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout. The detection threshold
is defined as the minimum energy, deposited by a scattered
particle in the noble-gas liquid, that can be detected by the
detector. There are two types of particle scattering: that of
electron recoil, induced by gamma-ray and minimum ioniz-
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ing particle scattering, or resulting from beta decays, such as
by 39Ar, and that of nuclear recoil, induced by neutron and
dark matter particle (WIMP) scattering. Their recoil energies
are expressed in terms of keVee and keVnr respectively [1].

The EL gap yields obtained in this work, of 0.022 PE/e−
for direct SiPM-matrix readout and 0.65 PE/e− for
THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout, can be significantly increased
by optimizing the two-phase detector. Firstly, in direct SiPM-
matrix readout, the THGEM1 anode with optical trans-
parency (combined with the angle reduction factor) of only
0.28 · 0.40 = 0.11 can be replaced by the transparent elec-
trode with ITO coating. Secondly, the sensitive area of the
SiPM matrix can be increased from the current 36% (see
Fig. 5c) to about 90%, pushing the SiPMs close to each other.
Consequently in optimized conditions, the amplitude yield
can be increased up to about 0.5 PE/e− for direct SiPM-
matrix readout (at EL reduced field of 8.4 Td) and up to
1.6 PE/e− for THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout (at THGEM1
charge gain of 37).

The detection threshold of an S2 signal depends on the
pulse shape and dark count rate. For certainty, let the detec-
tion threshold (in terms of the photoelectron number) be
10 PE. Indeed, this value is large enough in terms of the
position resolution (of about 1 cm) and energy resolution (of
about 30% assuming Poisson statistics). Now we can cal-
culate the minimum number of electrons drifting in the EL
gap, corresponding to 10 PE signal at the SiPM matrix, using
the amplitude yields of the previous paragraph. It amounts to
20 e− and 6.2 e− for direct SiPM-matrix and THGEM/SiPM-
matrix readout respectively.

For a rough estimate of the energy thresholds, we used
the ionization yield in liquid argon measured in [46] at low

energies (around several keVs): it is 10 e−/keVee for elec-
tron recoils and 3.6 e−/keVnr for nuclear recoils, at a drift
field of 0.24 kV/cm (which is close to that used in DarkSide-
50 experiment [2]). Here we implied a full 100% electron
transmission through THGEM0 electrode, since that can be
easily reached by just increasing the voltage applied across
THGEM0 [34]. The appropriate detection thresholds are pre-
sented in Table 2.

These values should be considered as just indicative. In
particular the detection threshold for nuclear recoils for direct
SiPM-matrix readout is of the order of 6 keVnr, which is
enough to search WIMPs with masses above 10 GeV. For
THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout the threshold is a factor of
3 lower, of the order of 2 keVnr, which is already close to
that of DarkSide-50 experiment [4]. Moreover, it can be fur-
ther decreased, by increasing the THGEM charge gain, for
example by using the double-THGEM multiplier [7,26].

As an example, let us consider the detector response to a
1 MeV signal induced by solar neutrino interaction, in partic-
ular when recording the CNO neutrinos as proposed in [3].
Taking into account the ionization yield from [47] and the
EL gap yield from Table 2, for 1 MeV signal the number of
drifting electrons and photolectrons for the THGEM/SiPM-
matrix readout would exceed 12,000 and 20,000 respectively,
which would provide a sufficient energy resolution according
to Poisson statistics, of about 1% root-mean-square.

Let us evaluate now the position resolution properties of
the SiPM-matrix readout in comparison with a PMT-matrix
readout. Table 3 compares the position resolution at a cer-
tain photoelectron number, reported in different dark mat-
ter search experiments using PMT-matrix readout, to that
obtained in this work and extrapolated to the given photo-
electron number using Eq. (3).

This extrapolation can only be considered indicative. Nev-
ertheless it allows to conclude that the position resolution of
the SiPM-matrix readout is always superior to that of PMT-
matrix readout, by a factor varying from 3 to more than an
order of magnitude. This superiority can be explained by a
decrease in the channel pitch, from 3 in. in the case of PMT-
matrix to 1 cm in the case of SiPM-matrix.

The obvious application of superior position resolution
is the precise x–y fiducialization, which can help reducing
background from the TPC wall with minimal loss of fidu-
cial mass. In addition, at sufficiently high event energy, high
readout granularity can enable resolving two nearby scatter-
ing vertices with the same drift time.

In this work we considered the issue of S2-only signal
detection, thus overlooking the problem of S1 signal detec-
tion. In this case, the background rejection should be similar
to that applied in dark matter search experiments operated
in S2-only detection mode [4,5], in particular using effective
passive TPC shielding and proper MC simulation.
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Table 2 Detection thresholds, corresponding to 10 PE signal at the
SiPM matrix, that can be achieved under optimal conditions for alter-
native readout concepts of the two-phase argon detectors with 1.8 cm
thick EL gap, expressed in drifting electrons in the EL gap (e−) and in

deposited energy in liquid Ar for electron (keVee) and nuclear (keVnr)
recoils, at a drift field in liquid Ar of 0.24 kV/cm. Also shown are the
EL gap yields

Readout concept Detection threshold for 10 PE EL gap yield
(e−) (keVee) (keVnr) (PE/e−)

Direct SiPM-matrix readout (1.8 cm thick EL gap, EEL/N = 8.4 Td) 20 2 5.6 0.5

THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout (THGEM gain = 37) 6.2 0.6 1.7 1.6

Table 3 Position resolution of
two-phase detectors in x , y
plane extrapolated from that
obtained in this work (using
SiPM-matrix readout with 1 cm
channel pitch) in comparison
with that reported in dark-matter
search experiments (using
PMT-matrix readout). Also
shown is the data for dual-phase
Xe TPC with SiPM-matrix
readout [48]

Experiment Reported position
resolution

Position resolution
expected for SiPM
matrix with 1 cm
channel pitch

This work σ = 26 mm√
NPE

–

LUX [49] σ = 75 mm√
NPE

σ = 26 mm√
NPE

XENON100 [50] σ(46000 PE) = 3 mm 0.12 mm

XENON1T [51] σ(200 PE) = 20 mm 1.8 mm

DarkSide-50 [52] σ(20000 PE) = 6 mm 0.18 mm

Dual-phase Xe TPC with SiPM matrix [48] σ(1000 PE) = 1.5 mm 0.82 mm

Finally, one should mention the possibility to record the
S1 signal directly, without TPB, i.e. similarly to that of S2
in this work: using the effect of primary scintillations in the
visible range in liquid Ar observed elsewhere [14,53], albeit
at lower light yield compared to ordinary (VUV) scintillation.

10 Conclusions

In this work, we have for the first time demonstrated two alter-
native techniques of the SiPM-matrix readout of two-phase
argon detectors, using electroluminescence (EL) in the visi-
ble and NIR range induced by either neutral bremsstrahlung
(NBrS) or avalanche scintillation.

In the first technique, the EL gap was directly read out by
the SiPM matrix. In the second technique, the EL gap was
read out via combined THGEM/SiPM-matrix multiplier, the
THGEM being operated in electron avalanche mode.

The amplitude yield was measured for these readout tech-
niques: under optimal conditions it would amount to about
0.5 PE/e− and 1.6 PE/e− for the direct SiPM-matrix and
THGEM/SiPM-matrix readout respectively. This allowed to
assess the detection threshold in two-phase argon detectors
for dark matter search: for nuclear recoils it was estimated to
be of the order of 6 keVnr and 2 keVnr, respectively.

Using the SiPM matrix with 1 cm channel pitch, we
obtained the highest position resolution ever measured for
two-phase detectors with an EL gap: σ = 26 mm/

√
NPE .

Unlike the “standard” optical readout of two-phase TPCs
(in the VUV), both alternative readout techniques allow to

operate without TPB, which is particularly valuable for large-
scale detectors. In particular, the results of this study were
intended for use in the DarkSide-20k experiment: the alterna-
tive readout techniques might be considered as backup solu-
tions, in case issues with TPB instability over time or non
uniformity over large areas should become problematic.

There is another possible application of the NBrS EL sig-
nal in the DarkSide experiment. Due to its fast nature, its
pulse width can be used to accurately measure the EL gap
thickness even under current experimental conditions (i.e.
using WLS), provided that the EL gap operates at lower fields
(below 4 Td), where the S2 slow component of ordinary EL
disappears and thus does not interfere with measurements.

Finally, it should be emphasized that, to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first practical application of the NBrS
effect in detection science.
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